
XAT PREVIOUS YEAR ESSAYS

Sample essay on an actual essay topic along with a comprehensive list of essay topics asked in XAT in previous years.

XAT essay topic of Asked at the age of 83, as to which of his project would he choose as his master piece,
Frank Lloyd Wright, the architect answered, The next one XAT essay More than one billion Indians: A
gigantic problem or a sea of opportunities. But on the similar grounds US President has also announced liberal
aids to many countries and has stopped the major chunk of aid to the countries like Pakistan who give shelter
to the terrorists. More people study and search employment in foreign countries than earlier. Life is hard at
times. Fault lies with the media as well, wherein quality of journalism has somehow become a function of the
decibel levels of news anchors. But over the past few years, XAT has witnessed number of questions in each
section changing. Suggested Reading: Sample Essay Listening is a dying art. Earlier the developed economies
like United Kingdom, United States of America and other countries also aggressively practiced Globalization
with jingoism but placed no tough restriction on employment to the skilled technical personnel and other
human resources coming for employment from other countries. This could also result in isolation due to too
much protectionism. This has given rise to the fear among the natives that their jobs might be taken away as
people are coming at lower remuneration, outsourcing by industries in low cost countries could result in loss
of employment in home country and so on. We only listen to refute or reply. Brexit is another example of
Jingoism to protect home economy against Globalization. Political discourse in the country has been reduced
to a sham, as opposition leaders are more interested in finding faults in the government, rather than discussing
our nation's problems. XAT essay Ships are safer in the harbour. Any counter reaction by Europe on other
imports from USA may become a deterrent on spread of Global Trade that could become prosperity. But they
are not meant for the same. USA has recently announced a hefty increase in import tariff on Aluminium and
steel. More Developed countries practicing Jingoism Recently elected President of America Mr Donald Trump
has fuelled the Jingoism more while announcing number of restrictions on free import of various goods,
issuing the Visa to foreign nationals and foreign skilled professionals coming for employment in USA. The
move of Globalization has been viewed as the step taken to bring the world closer, get the benefits of
advanced economies, make the economy of the home country grow on the lines of Global growth, know and
spread the culture of one another. Top 5 hot topics for xat essay are: 5. To inculcate the feeling of nationalism
the use of domestic made products has been promoted. It is now for the country, understanding among the
people how they keep a balance between Globalization and Jingoism. We hardly listen to understand. Since
the registrations for XAT is over, most of you may be gearing up with the final swing of preparation with only
few weeks left for the examination, therefore it is imperative for XAT test takers to go through the XAT
previous year questions papers. It has also become possible to promote the native product, culture and make it
more prominent while competing with cultures and practices of other countries. This makes XAT even more
popular exam for the candidates and it indeed required lot of hardwork and practise to gain good percentile in
the exam. However, since Globalization without the touch and feel of domestic requirements will lose the
relevance at national level, both the concepts have coexisted and will continue to co-exist.


